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I am greatly indebted to A.V.Buhvalov, who pointed out a mistake in several 
theorems of [1]. To be precise, in [-1] I stated that i f f l , f2 ,  ... is a sequence in 
Lp(E) such that f ,+0, then f,(x)~,O (in E) #-a.e. has to hold. This is in general 
false. Accordingly the Theorems 3.1, 4.3, 6.1, 7.4 and the Lemmas 4.2, 7.1. 7.2 
and 7.3 have to be adjusted. 

Definitions. (i) Let (Lp(E))* denote the set of all (oe(L~(E))* such that f, eLp(E) +, 
f ,(x)+0 tt-a.e, on A implies (p(f,)$0. 

(ii) Let ls denote the set of all f~Lo(E ) with the property that [ f [>g , ,  
g,(x)+0 tt-a.e, on A implies p(g,),~0. 

(iii) Lp(E) is called a weak semi-M-space if fl,f2cLp(E) +, p(fl)=P(f2)=l 
and f l  v f2 > g,, g,(x)~,0 #-a.e. on A implies lira p(g,)< 1. 

It is not hard to see that (Lp(E))* is a band in (Lo(E))* containing (Lp(E))*. 
Moreover, if (Lo(E))* s is the disjoint complement of (Lo(E))* in (Lp(E))*, then we 
have 

o * - 

Also we have that Lp(E) is a weak semi-M-space if and only if (Lp(E))~s is an L- 
space. The proofs of all above statements are exactly the same as their analogues 
for the order convergence case. Finally observe that if U,p(E)=Lp(E) or if Lp(E) 
is an M-space, then Lp(E) is a weak semi-M-space. Now, a careful rereading of 
the proofs in [1] shows that we actually have proved the following results: 

3,1(i) 

4.2 

4.3 

6.1 

7.1, 7.2, 7.3 

7.4 

Ep (E*) ~ (Lp (E))*. 
Read G6(Lp(E))'~ instead of G6(Lp(E))*. 
If E* has the R-N property, then (Lp(E))a =/@(Ec). 

U,p(E)=Lp(E) if and only i f /Sp=L and Ea=E. 
Read Lp(E) is a weak semi-M-space. 

For (a) read Lp(E) is a weak semi-M-space. 
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F ina l ly  we observe tha t  s ta tement  (ii) of T he o re m 3.1 remains  a conjecture,  
as the measurab i l i ty  of  the funct ions fn employed  in the p r o o f  is not  shown. 
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